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Abstract: Virus-like particles (VLPs) are thought to increase the dissolved organic carbon by re-
leasing the contents of the host cell, which, in turn, can affect bacterial growth in natural aquatic
environments. Yet, experimental tests have shown that the effect of VLPs on the bacterial growth
rate at different depths has seldom been studied. Bacteria–VLP interaction and the effect of VLPs on
bacterial growth rate in the sunlit surface (3 m) and dark, deep ocean (130 m) environments were
first explored at a test site in the southern East China Sea of the northwest Pacific. Our experimental
results indicated that bacterial and virus-like particle (VLP) abundance decreased with depth from
0.8 ± 0.3 × 105 cells mL−1 and 1.8 ± 0.4 × 106 VLPs mL−1 at 3 m to 0.4 ± 0.1 × 105 cells mL−1

and 1.4 ± 0.3 × 106 VLPs mL−1 at 130 m. We found that the abundance of VLPs to Bacteria Ratio
(VBR) in the dark deep ocean (VBR = 35.0 ± 5.6) was higher than in the sunlit surface environment
(VBR = 22.5 ± 2.1). The most interesting finding is that in the dark, deep ocean region the bacterial
growth rate in the presence of VLPs was higher (0.05 h−1) than that in virus-diluted treatments
(0.01 h−1). However, there was no significant difference in the bacterial growth rates between the
treatments in the sunlit surface ocean region. Deep-sea ecosystems are dark and extreme environ-
ments that lack primary photosynthetic production, and our estimates imply that the contribution
of recycled carbon by viral lysis is highly significant for bacterial growth in the dark, deep ocean
environment. Further work for more study sites is needed to identify the relationship of VLPs and
their hosts to enable us to understand the role of VLPs at different depths in the East China Sea.

Keywords: VLP production; East China Sea; VLPs to bacteria ratio; bacterial growth rates; VLP
abundance

1. Introduction

Recent studies concerning large numbers of virus-like particles (VLPs) range from
104 to 108 VLPs mL−1 in both freshwater and marine environments, given that the potential
viral lysis may be an important process in altering the carbon flow within the microbial
loop [1–3]. In addition, VLPs play a major role in the aquatic microbial food web by
recycling large amounts of carbon and nutrients within the viral loop [4–6], which, in turn,
can affect the bacterial community growth and structure [7].

Knowledge of the abundance of VLPs is essential for the microbial ecology of the
aquatic environments [3]. However, the factors influencing VLP abundance and dynamics
are complex. An important first step for studying the ecological significance of VLPs in
aquatic ecosystems must be to recognize their interaction with their hosts (e.g., bacteria).
In most occurrences, VLP abundance has a significantly positive correlation with the
changes in bacterial abundance or Chl a concentration [8–12]. Furthermore, the correlation
of bacterial and VLP abundance suggests that bacterial cells are the principal VLP hosts and
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support VLP production in aquatic environments [9–11]. Our knowledge about variations
of VLP–host interactions and their variability in a changing marine environment is still
scarce. Furthermore, VLP abundance and activity appear to vary in relation to some
factors, such as the environmental trophic state, oxygen concentration and water depth,
temperature, and the UV light level [13–17]. Physiochemical changes with depth (e.g., the
nutrients, temperature, and UV light level) can have a significant impact on planktonic
micro-organisms, and these environmental and biological factors (bacterial growth) will
then have an effect on the vertical changes in VLP abundance and production [18]. Previous
observations have shown marked differences in the relationship between the VLPs and
bacterial abundance in different marine environments. For example, the VLPs to Bacteria
Ratio (VBR) is about 10 in the surface waters of the Arctic Ocean [19]. In contrast, in the
deep waters of the Atlantic Ocean the VBR often exceeds 100 [20]. However, the ecological
studies on the bacteria–VLP interaction at different depths in marine environments remain
largely unquantified, and the reasons for these differences are unknown. To answer
questions concerning the impact of VLPs on marine ecosystems and identify constraints on
VLP activity, we must first examine VLP associated parameters (such as VLP production)
in our study region.

Besides this, it is generally accepted that lysed bacteria cells stimulate bacterial pro-
duction through the release of nutrients and carbon back into the dissolved fraction, and
previous field experiments have provided evidence that the regeneration of nutrients by
viral lysis may be important in some environments [6,21,22]. Lysate contains nutrient-rich
molecules such as amino acids and dissolved-DNA (D-DNA; [23]) and is an important
nutrient source in oligotrophic environments. For example, in Danish coastal waters under
P-limited conditions, VLPs release D-DNA, which is taken up for about 50% of the bacterial
P demand [24]. However, a few reports indicated that VLP–bacteria interactions in aquatic
environments are related to the growth rates of the bacteria [25], and it is difficult to draw
conclusions on the role of VLPs in bacterial growth in complex natural systems.

In this paper, we took preliminary samples from a single site and presented the
measurements of bacterial and VLP abundance, bacterial growth rate, and VLP production
in the sunlit surface (3 m) and dark, deep ocean environment (130 m) in the southern East
China Sea, in October 2020. This is, to our knowledge, the first study examining the role
of VLPs from surface to deep waters in the southern East China Sea. We hypothesized
that the bacterial and VLP abundance, bacterial growth rate, and VLP production would
differ between the sunlit surface and the dark, deep ocean layer, due to the physiochemical
changes with depth.

2. Materials and Methods
2.1. Study Site and Samplings

Samples were collected between 25–27 October 2020, from depths of 3 m and 130 m
at an established station located in the southern East China Sea (122.027◦ E, 25.413◦ N)
(Figure 1A) on board the R/V Ocean Research II. The euphotic depth is defined as a
depth of 1% surface light penetration, and the euphotic depth of this study site is 57 m.
On this cruise, seawater samples were collected using a 12 L Teflon-coated Go-Flo bottle.
The seawater temperature and salinity were measured by SBE 9/11plus CTD (Sea-Bird
Scientific). Water samples were filtered (25 mm GF/F) for Chl a analysis and measured after
extraction with an in vitro fluorometer (Turner Design 10-AU-005) [26]. Seawater samples
for nutrient analysis were placed in 100-mL polypropylene bottles and immediately frozen
in liquid nitrogen. The phosphate concentration was measured by molybdenum blue
method [27]. The precision in the measurements of phosphate was ±0.01 µM [26].
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Figure 1. Map of the southern East China Sea showing the location of the sampling site (+) (A). 
Vertical variations of temperature (B) and salinity (C) throughout the water column. Tempera-
ture–salinity (T-S) diagram of the processed CTD data and typical Kuroshio water (KW) is plotted 
for reference (D). Vertical variations of PO4 (E) and Chl a concentrations (●) (F) throughout the 
water columns during the study period. 

2.2. VLP Production  
In brief, the grazing-free whole water for the experiment was prepared by gently 

vacuum-filtering 2 L of surface and dark, deep seawater through a 47 mm diameter, 2 μm 

Figure 1. Map of the southern East China Sea showing the location of the sampling site (+) (A). Vertical
variations of temperature (B) and salinity (C) throughout the water column. Temperature–salinity
(T-S) diagram of the processed CTD data and typical Kuroshio water (KW) is plotted for reference
(D). Vertical variations of PO4 (E) and Chl a concentrations (•) (F) throughout the water columns
during the study period.

2.2. VLP Production

In brief, the grazing-free whole water for the experiment was prepared by gently
vacuum-filtering 2 L of surface and dark, deep seawater through a 47 mm diameter,
2 µm pore-size polycarbonate track-etched filter membrane (Whatman). For VLP dilu-
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tion, 500 mL of VLP-free water was produced by filtering grazer-free seawater through
a Minimate TFF Capsule (Pall), with a 30 kDa molecular weight cut-off. The removal
of VLPs through 30 kDa TFF does not fundamentally change the carbon and nutrient
composition and the bacterial assemblage in the water, thus, with slight manipulations,
this method is suitable for VLP dilution studies [6]. Dilution was performed by adding
400 mL of the VLP-free water to 100 mL of grazer-free water, and decreasing the bacterial
and VLP density to approximately 20% of the original seawater. The diluted incubation
water was thoroughly mixed and filled in 50 mL plastic incubation tubes. Immediately
after preparation, the bottles were moved outside onto the deck and then incubated for 12 h
under natural light and neutral-density plastic sheets (Lee Filters, Hampshire, UK), which
were used to simulate the light intensity at the sampling depth (3 m) in a thermo-controlled
incubator; the bottom layer samples were incubated in the dark at the in situ tempera-
ture, and all treatments were performed in triplicate. To determine the bacterial and VLP
abundance, sub-samples of 1 mL were taken at the beginning of the experiment, and every
1 h, for a 12 h period. VLP production (VP) (VLPs mL−1 h−1) was calculated using the
linear regression between the VLP density and incubation time. While a significant linear
relationship was observed between the VLP density and incubation time, the VP was
defined as the slope of regression [28].

2.3. Effect of VLP Presence on Bacterial Growth

In order to get a better understanding of how the presence of VLPs affects bacterial
growth, the bacterial growth rate was measured in both the 20% diluted (VLP-free water
diluted with <2 µm filtered waters; VLPs diluted) and grazing-free (<2 µm filtered waters;
VLPs present) samples. Moreover, the changes in the bacterial growth rates were compared
with the VLP-present and VLP-diluted samples, which can provide a complete view of the
actual role of VLPs in our study region. The bacterial growth rate was calculated as follows:

µ = ln (Nt/N0)/t

where µ is the growth rate (h−1), N0 and Nt are the abundance of bacteria at the beginning
and end of incubation, and t is the incubation time (12 h). All treatments were performed
in triplicate.

We detected a statistically significant difference between both treatments, and the
values of bacterial growth rates in 20% diluted (VLPs diluted) was higher than that in
the samples with VLPs (<2 µm filtered waters; VLPs present). Thus, we suggest that top-
down control (viral lysis) is the main factor in controlling bacteria. However, in contrast,
the bacterial growth rate in a 20% diluted treatment was lower than that in the samples
with VLPs present, which implied that bottom-up control is the most important factor for
limiting bacterial growth. This suggests that VLPs can have a significant effect on nutrient
and carbon regeneration by enhancing the bacterial growth rate in our study region.

2.4. Enumeration of VLPs and Host Density by Flow Cytometry (FCM)

VLPs and bacterial samples were analyzed using a CytoFLEX S flow cytometer (Beck-
man Coulter, Indianapolis, IN, USA) equipped with a 488 nm air-cooled argon-ion laser, a
standard 525 nm filter, and an SYBR signal trigger. Briefly, the samples for enumeration
of VLPs were diluted 10-fold with 0.2-µm filtered TE buffer (pH 8.0, EM grade) prior to
staining, to minimize the interference from high particle density. The diluted samples were
stained with SYBR Green I (final concentration 1:50,000 of commercial stock) and incubated
in the dark at 80 ◦C for 10 min. After staining, samples were cooled in an ice bath to 25 ◦C
and processed through FCM according to the method of Brussaard [29]. Blank controls of
TE buffer stained with the same concentration of SYBR Green I were run for detecting and
eliminating any noise from the buffer. Bacterial samples were stained with SYBR Green I
(final concentration 1:10,000) at room temperature for 15 min in the dark and processed
through FCM according to the protocol of Hammes and Egli [30].
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2.5. Statistical Analysis

The relationship between VLP abundance and the time of triplicate incubation was
analyzed using a linear regression analysis. The significance of slope was tested using
an Analysis of Variance (ANOVA). The growth rate of bacteria in VLP-present and VLP-
diluted samples were compared and analyzed using the non-parametric Mann–Whitney
test. STATISTICA 7.0 software was used for all statistical operations. A probability value
of <0.05 was considered to be significant.

3. Results and Discussion
3.1. Environmental Dynamics

The vertical patterns that are characteristic of the physiochemical and biological
parameters during the study period are shown in Figure 1. The temperature in the surface
water reached 25.2 ◦C, while it was 17.3 ◦C near the bottom (Figure 1B). The salinity ranged
from 34.47 psu (3 m) to 34.66 psu (130 m) (Figure 1C). Figure 1D shows the T-S diagram for
the vertical values of the CTD data, and the T-S curves of the typical Kuroshio Water (KW)
is plotted for reference. The results showed that part of the Upwelled Kuroshio Subsurface
Water (UKSW) might be intruded upon and that it formed a pool of cold, salty water near
the bottom (Figure 1D). Furthermore, the current data of the temperature and salinity
distribution in the upper 30 m was observed, indicating a high temperature-salinity of
the Kuroshio Surface Waters (KSW) intrusion in the upper water column (Figure 1D). The
influence of the UKSW has been shown to be present at the shelf-break northeast of Taiwan
all year round [31]. The concentrations of PO4 ranged from 0.11 to 0.58 µM and increased
from the surface to the bottom waters (Figure 1E). Furthermore, the Chl a concentrations
decreased from the surface to the bottom water, and ranged from 0.375 to non-detectable
(Figure 1F). In particular, we noted the vertical changes in the PO4 concentrations in our
study. It was reported that viral production is often limited by phosphorus in aquatic
environments [32], since it is a significant component of DNA, and DNA comprises a large
portion of the virus particles [33]. However, based on the above analyses of environmental
data, due to influence of the UKSW and the upwelling nutrient intrusion on the dark
bottom waters, nutrients may not be a limiting factor for viral production in the dark, deep
region in this study.

3.2. Bacteria–VLP Interaction

Our experimental results indicated that the bacterial and VLP abundance decreased
with depth, from 0.8 ± 0.3 × 105 cells mL−1 and 1.8 ± 0.4 × 106 VLPs mL−1 at 3 m of
depth to 0.4 ± 0.1 × 105 cells mL−1 and 1.4 ± 0.3 × 106 VLPs mL−1 in the dark, deep
ocean region (Table 1). Furthermore, bacterial and VLP abundance decreased by almost
50% and 22%, respectively, from the sunlit surface to the dark, deep ocean environment
during the study period. Previous studies have observed that the VLP abundance in
the epipelagic regions is significantly higher than in the mesopelagic regions [2,18,34].
Furthermore, the vertical distribution of VLP abundance is influenced by the plankton
processes, and the VLPs varied concordantly with the bacterial abundance, Chl a, and the
picophytoplankton abundance, which decreased with depth [35,36]. The results of our
present study support such an observation of the relatively high Chl a concentration and
bacterial abundance in the sunlit surface ocean waters (Table 1). Besides these biological
factors, the temperature may also be an important factor in controlling the vertical changes
in VLP abundance, because the temperature has a significant effect on bacterial growth
and production [37]. During this study, the in situ temperature varied by 8 ◦C from surface
to deep waters (Figure 1B). It is also interesting to note that our results clearly observed
that the VLP abundance decreased less than the bacteria with depth, which is similar to
previous observations [18,38], and resulted in higher VLPs to Bacteria Ratio (VBR) (35 ± 5.6)
in the dark, deep ocean, compared to the sunlit surface ocean layer (22.5 ± 2.1) (Table 1).
Although there are no previous studies on VLP abundance in the southern East China Sea,
in other studies in different marine environments, the VBR is about 10 (e.g., in the surface
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waters of the Arctic Ocean) [19]. In contrast, in the deep waters of the Atlantic Ocean the
VBR often exceeds 100 [20]. The present study confirms the previous observations and
extends our knowledge on the distribution of VLP abundance from the sunlit surface to
the dark, deep ocean environment.

The VBR is often used as an indicator for the relationship between bacteria and
VLPs. Taken together with other studies of the marine and freshwater environment,
the VBR has been reported to vary from 0.03 to 80, suggesting that VLPs are a highly
dynamic component of the aquatic food web [34]. Previous studies have suggested that
VBR values > 10 indicate that VLP infection might be responsible for a large fraction of
bacterial mortality [34,39]. Thus, a high VBR in dark, deep ocean regions implied important
bacteria–VLP interactions in this study. Other studies also indicate that the impact of VLPs
on bacteria is more significant in deeper waters than at the surface [18,36,40]. The values of
the VBR are the result of a comprehensive balance of factors, such as VLP production, the
transport of viruses through sinking particles, and the decay rates [28,41]. In our case, the
VLP production (VP) is not applicable for explaining the high VBR value in a dark, deep
ocean environment because the VP is low in the region of this study (Figure 2; Table 1).
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dark, deep ocean environment (�). (—) and (—) are the regression lines for sunlit surface and dark
deep water, respectively.

The changes in VLP abundance that were observed in the sunlit surface and dark, deep
ocean environment during the experiment for measuring VP are illustrated in Figure 2. The
values of VP were about 3.3 times higher in the sunlit surfaces (0.222 × 106 VLPs mL−1 h−1)
than in the dark, deep ocean region (0.068 × 106 VLPs mL−1 h−1) (Figure 3, Table 1). In this
study with a high VP characterized by a relatively low value of VBR in sunlit surface waters,
VLP abundance could be partially underestimated, due to the environmental factors in
this region. One possible explanation is that the impact of high levels of solar radiation
(particularly UV) can damage VLP DNA in the sunlit surface waters, thereby reducing
VLP activity and abundance [2]. These findings have led us to hypothesize that this abiotic
factor, namely the damage of UV on viruses, could play an important role in removing
viruses in sunlit surface waters. Another explanation is that nanoflagellate communities
are abundant in surface waters, and may actively graze on VLPs for their food, with the
potential removal of VLPs being 1.25% per day of the total VLPs in summer [42]. Although
we did not directly measure the impact of nanoflagellate grazing on VLPs and the VLP
decay rate in our samples, we cannot exclude these possible factors in this region.
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Table 1. Physical, chemical, bacterial and VLP abundance, VBR, VLP production, and contribution of VLPs to bacterial growth (%) in sunlit surface and dark, deep waters, respectively. nd:
non detectable. a: Ratio of <2 µm filtered water to ((value of <2 µm filtered water)-(value of 20% diluted water)).

Temperature PO4 Chl a Bacterial
Abundance VLPs Abundance VBR VLPs

Production

Net Growth
Rate in 20%

Diluted Water

Net Growth
Rate in <2 µm
Filtered Water

Contribution of
VLPs to Bacterial

Growth (%)

(◦C) (µM) (mg m−3) (105 cells mL−1) (106 viruses
mL−1)

(106 viruses
mL−1 h−1) (h−1) (h−1) (%)

Surface water 25.2 0.11 0.375 0.8±0.3 1.8 ± 0.4 22.5 ± 2.1 0.222 0.10 ± 0.02 0.12±0.05 17%
Deep water 17.3 0.58 nd 0.4±0.1 1.4 ± 0.3 35 ± 5.6 0.068 0.01 ± 0.005 0.05±0.02 80%
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VLP decay rates often increase with light and temperature [43]. Thus, the low tem-
perature and irradiance level of the dark, deep ocean environment could result in a lower
decay rate than in the warmer surface waters [20]. This decrease in the VLP decay rate
with depth might contribute to the higher VBR in the dark, deep waters in our experiments
(Table 1). An accurate analysis of viral dynamics requires independent estimations of
VLP abundance, production, and decay rates. Furthermore, Hara et al. [44] discussed the
possibility of the allochthonous input of VLPs from surface waters into the deep layers of
the Pacific, which may explain the high bathypelagic VLP abundance. We showed that
the VP in the dark, deep ocean is about 3.3 times lower than in the sunlit surface waters.
Thus, we suggest that VLPs attached to particles derived from the surface waters are an
important source for deep-water VLPs.

3.3. Effect of VLP Presence on Bacterial Growth Rate

The surface waters of the study region were characterized by high bacterial growth
rates of about 0.1 and 0.12 h−1 in the VLP-diluted and VLP-present treatments (Figure 3,
Table 1), respectively, and there was no significant difference in the bacterial growth rates
between them (p > 0.05, Mann–Whitney test). In this study, VLP-induced bacterial mortality
was not important for controlling the bacterial abundance in sunlit surface waters. On the
other hand, grazing by nanoflagellates should be considered as an important causative
agent of bacterial mortality in this region. The observations of previous studies in the
coastal waters of the subtropical western Pacific have suggested that nanoflagellate grazing
was responsible for most of the bacterial mortality (81–87%), relative to viral lysis in the
surface waters (3 m depth), while viral lysis was responsible for 67–75% of the total bacterial
mortality in the deep waters (135 m depth) [45]. This vertical pattern is similar to previous
results obtained in other regions, which found that grazing generally dominates in surface
waters, whereas viral lysis is more prominent in deeper waters [40,46]. Conversely, in a
study in a large mesotrophic lake (Lake Biwa, Japan), in the deeper layer, grazing-induced
bacterial mortality was greater than viral lysis [47].

One of the most interesting findings in this study is that the bacterial growth rate
with the VLPs present was higher (0.05 h−1) than that in VLP-diluted treatments (0.01 h−1)
(p < 0.05, Mann–Whitney test) (Figure 3, Table 1) in the dark, deep ocean region. In this case,
the bacterial growth rate was clearly lower in treatments in which the VLP abundance was
reduced (Figure 3, Table 1), which suggests that the presence of active VLPs will stimulate
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bacterial growth. It is worth noting that the high carbon, nitrogen, and phosphorus content
of bacteria is released into the environment after lysis, and it is not surprising that it
stimulates the growth of non-infected bacteria [48]. Deep-sea ecosystems are dark and
extreme environments that lack photosynthetic primary production. Our estimates imply
that there is a highly significant fraction of recycled carbon and nutrients by viral lysis
that contribute to the bacterial growth (80%) in the dark, deep layer in this study (Table 1).
Thus, the viral loop (the flow of carbon among bacteria, VLPs, and the DOC pool) can
comprise much of the carbon flow in the dark, deep waters in this study.

This paper concludes that physiochemical changes (e.g., nutrients and temperature)
with depth can have a significant impact on the bacterial and Chl a concentrations, and
that these environmental and biological factors (bacterial growth) will then have an effect
on the vertical changes in VP. In this study, a high VP is characterized by a relatively low
value of VBR in sunlit surface waters, and VLP abundance could therefore be partially
underestimated because of the environmental factors in this region. In future studies, we
will focus on assessing the effects of solar influence on VLP populations, as well as their
decay rates with the VLP seasonal oscillations, and we will investigate more fully the solar
influence on the microbial dynamics at different depths on the subtropical aquatic systems.
Furthermore, we would suggest that VLPs play a much more prominent role in carbon
cycling, with the possible implication of enhanced bacterial productivity and growth in the
dark, deep ocean environment.
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